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QUESTION 1

What will be the result of reverting to a previous revision version in the revision history? 

A. It will install configuration changes to managed device automatically 

B. It will tag the device settings status as Auto-Update 

C. It will generate a new version ID and remove all other revision history versions 

D. It will modify the device-level database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In addition to the default ADOMs, an administrator has created a new ADOM named Training for FortiGate devices. The
administrator sent a device registration to FortiManager from a remote FortiGate. Which one of the following statements
is true? 

A. The FortiGate will be added automatically to the default ADOM named FortiGate. 

B. The FortiGate will be automatically added to the Training ADOM. 

C. By default, the unregistered FortiGate will appear in the root ADOM. 

D. The FortiManager administrator must add the unregistered device manually to the unregistered device manually to
the Training ADOM using the Add Device wizard 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortimanager/7.0.0/administration-guide/718923/root-adom 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

Given the configuration shown in the exhibit, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. It allows two or more administrators to make configuration changes at the same time, in the same 

ADOM. 

B. It disables concurrent read-write access to an ADOM. 
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C. It allows the same administrator to lock more than one ADOM at the same time. 

D. It is used to validate administrator login attempts through external servers. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortimanager/6.0.4/administration-guide/86456/ concurrentadom-access 

 

QUESTION 4

What does a policy package status of Conflict indicate? 

A. The policy package reports inconsistencies and conflicts during a Policy Consistency Check. 

B. The policy package does not have a FortiGate as the installation target. 

C. The policy package configuration has been changed on both FortiManager and the managed device independently. 

D. The policy configuration has never been imported after a device was registered on FortiManager. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator\\'s PC crashes before the administrator can submit a workflow session for approval. After the PC is
restarted, the administrator notices that the ADOM was locked from the session before the crash. 

How can the administrator unlock the ADOM? 

A. Restore the configuration from a previous backup. 

B. Log in as Super_User in order to unlock the ADOM. 

C. Log in using the same administrator account to unlock the ADOM. 

D. Delete the previous admin session manually through the FortiManager GUI or CLI. 

Correct Answer: D 
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